LimbusConcept Soft
Concept workplace / Booth
Design: Team Glimakra
LimbusConcept Soft workplace in C or H formation targets the need of temporary workplaces for individual focused work at the activity-based office. The flexibility in the system regarding size and the large selection of standard fabrics provide almost unlimited opportunities to customize to most environments. A very important feature is that the sound reducing body significantly reduces the sound propagation in the room. A formation with tabletop increases the sound absorption at low frequencies significantly. LimbusConcept Soft can be fitted with a fixed tabletop.

**DIMENSIONS**

**Basic C:**

- Width: 750 mm
- Other dimensions on request.
- Thickness: 33 mm

**Extension C:**

- Width: 853 / 1053 / 1253 / 1453 / 1653 / 1853

**Basic H:**

- Width: 550 / 750 mm
- Other dimensions on request.
- Thickness: 33 mm

**Extension H:**

- Width: 853 / 1053 / 1253 / 1453 / 1653 / 1853

**Fixed tabletop for C and H formation:**

- Width: 42 mm shorter than the outside dimension of the booth

**Fixed tabletop for C formation:**

- Depth: 550 / 750 mm
- Height tabletop: 750 mm
- Height over table: 470 mm

- Other dimensions on request.
- Thickness: 33 mm
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**DESCRIPTION**

Body: 31 mm acoustic board consisting of sound absorbing polyether (Oeko-Tex) glued on both sides of an 19 mm sound reducing lightweight MDF.

Upholstery: Upholstered with fabric on both sides. The nails are covered with a decorative piping.

Feet: Adjustable feet mounted directly on the screen.

Cable feedthrough: Ø80 mm, between workplaces.

Fixed tabletop: Veneer or laminate with cable feedthrough in aluminium. Located in the middle.

Mounting: The screens are connected underneath the tabletop with two visible brackets in each corner fastened with wooden screws directly into the screen. The tabletop is fitted with custom-made wooden rails. Delivered unassembled. 100% recyclable materials.

**FABRIC AND PIPING**


**OPTIONS**

Tabletop: Compact laminate 9,8 mm white with black core; veneer 22 mm in ash, birch, beech or oak; laminate 22 mm in birch, beech, oak, white, black or grey.

Power, data, USB: The worktop can be equipped with Powerdot or Axessline outlets.

External toolbar: Aluminium and white. A variety of accessories are available. See price list under LimbusDeskup Toolbar / Accessory for current accessories.

Legs: Powder coated grey 20 x 20 mm. Total height leg approx. 65 mm.


TableLamp: With integrated table fitting. More information in separate product sheet.

**CERTIFICATES**


Möbelfakta: The product meets the requirements for environment and social responsibility defined by Möbelfakta.

Glimakra of Sweden AB is certified according to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015.

**SPECIFICATION TEXT**

E.g: Glimakra LimbusConcept Soft H formation

1686 x 1640 x 1220 mm.

Sound absorbing filling on both sides of an 19 mm sound reducing lightweight MDF.

Fabric: Blazer CUZ 28 on the inside and Blazer CUZ 30 on the outside. No visible seams. Nails hidden by piping black 190.

Acoustics evaluated according to SS 25269.

2 fixed tabletops in compact laminate 9,8 mm white with black core.

**EQUIVALENT ABSORPTION AREA**

The values are to be multiplied by the screen area.
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